In an effort to confirm and constrain inner core rotation, we examine earthquakes from the South Sandwich Islands recorded at the Beijing Seismic Network. We obtained a total of 109 high-quality measurements of PKP(BC)-PKP(DF) differential traveltimes by waveform cross-correlations from earthquakes spanning over 30 years. The results show robust temporal changes in PKP(BC)-PKP(DF) residuals along this pathway, providing new support for the differential inner core hypothesis. We also observed evidence for a lateral velocity gradient in this part of the inner core. Assuming that the temporal changes result from a shift of a lateral structure due to an inner core rotation, we estimate the inner core rotation rate to be about 0.41 ± 0.12
I N T R O D U C T I O N
reported evidence for differential inner core rotation from time-dependent differential traveltimes between PKP(DF) waves, which go through the inner core, and PKP(BC) waves, which just miss the inner core. In particular, they found that the PKP BC-DF differential times along the pathway from earthquakes in the South Sandwich Islands (SSI) to the station COL at College, Alaska, have increased systematically over 28 yr by about 0.3 s. More recent body-wave studies provide support for inner core rotation with a rotation rate in the range 0.15 to 1.0 degrees per year (Creager 1997; Ovchinnikov et al. 1998; Li & Richards 2000; Song & Li 2000; Song 2000a,b; Vidale et al. 2000; Song 2001) .
The claim that the inner core is rotating relative to the mantle is under debate. First, some attempts have failed to detect rotation. Souriau (1998a) examined BC-DF times at station DRV, Antarctica from Novaya Zemlya nuclear explosions over a 24-yr period and concluded that a super-rotation of 3
• yr −1 (as in Su et al. 1996) is not possible, but a rate of 1
• yr −1 or lower could not be ruled out. A test at the worldwide scale using PKP absolute and differential times was also consistent with no rotation but could not rule out a rotation less than 1
• yr −1 . A normal-mode study by Laske & Masters (1999) found that inner core rotation is less than 0.2
• yr −1 within one standard error, over the last 20 years. Second, some authors (Souriau et al. 1997; Souriau 1998a,b,c; Poupinet et al. 2000) argue that the time-dependence in the BC-DF times along the SSI-COL pathway could be the artifacts of potential biases from event mislocations, mantle heterogeneity and heterogeneous event magnitudes. These criticisms were addressed by Song & Li (2000) and Song (2000b Song ( , 2001 , who found that the potential biases cannot explain the time-dependence.
To help resolve these debates, it is important to continue to find high-quality data. Here we report time-dependent observations along a new pathway, from SSI earthquakes to Beijing Seismic Network (BSN) (Fig. 1) . We follow the established strategy (Song & Richards 1996; Song 2000a; Song & Li 2000) of using a tight cluster of earthquakes at the same station (or station array). The use of clustered raypaths reduces biases from unmodelled mantle heterogeneities and source mislocation in determining the timedependence. Furthermore, ray paths to an array of stations make it possible to infer spatial gradients in differential PKP times, which are needed to determine the inner core rotation rate, or to invert jointly the structure and the rotation rate (Song 2000a) . In addition, the SSI-BSN pathway has several characteristics that are amenable to study inner core rotation: (1) The epicentral distance is about 151
• , similar to the distance from SSI to COL. This distance is favourable for observing simultaneous DF and BC phases. (2) BSN has a long history of operation (from 1966 to present). (3) The angle between this pathway and the spin axis is about 40
• . This is a fairly good geometry for detecting possible changes in the orientation of the local anisotropy axis (Song 1997) or local lateral velocity gradients in the inner core (Creager 1997) .
D A T A
The Beijing Seismic Network started operating in 1966 with 12 stations, increasing to about 40 stations in the 1980s and 60 stations in the 1990s. We use 27 stations in this study (Fig. 2a) . Historical paper records are well preserved in a warehouse at Baijiatuau in the Beijing suburbs and recent paper records are kept at the Institute of Geophysics of the Chinese Seismological Bureau. All the data Ray paths of this study we used in this study are short-period and vertical component with dominant period of 1 s. Fig. 3(a) shows a typical example of the seismograms used from SSI events recorded at BSN stations. The original paper records were scanned into a computer with a resolution of 600 × 600 dpi. The paper seismograms at BSN stations, however, were recorded on a drum with a pen of fixed arm length, resulting in arced traces. We developed a method to correct the arcs. The arc radius is obtained from the pixels of two adjacent nodal points along the baseline (which measure the pen speed), a peak, and a trough near the nodal points. We then use the arc radius to shift back every pixel of the images along the direction parallel to the baseline to a position without such a pen arc. Pixels on the baseline are not shifted. The farther away a pixel from the baseline, the greater the shift. The dearced images are then digitized. Figs 3(b) and (c) show an example of de-arced and digitized traces.
All the differential traveltimes at BSN are measured by crosscorrelating DF and BC phases from the de-arced and digitized analogue seismograms. We obtained 109 BC-DF measurements with cross-correlation coefficients larger than 0.5 from 31 earthquakes that occurred over a 30-year period (1967-1997) (Fig. 2b) . To limit the influence of possible changes of the inner core anisotropy with depth, we selected distance ranges with dense data coverage. The distance ranges of our data are from 150
• to 152
• . These ray paths sampled the inner core beneath Indian Ocean, from (21
• S, 67.5 (Fig. 2c ). Traveltime residuals are calculated relative to the Preliminary Earth Reference Model (PREM) (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) . To examine the effect of event locations on our results, we use earthquake locations from three different sources: the Earthquake Data Report (EDR) of the US Geological Survey; the Bulletins of International Seismological Centre (2001) (ISC); and the relocations by Engdahl et al. (1998) 
(EHB).

R E S U L T S
Inner core rotation from a summary path Following Song & Richards (1996) , we examine possible timedependent observations along a tight cluster of paths from earthquakes at different times. An ideal path would be from earthquakes at various times at exactly the same location to the same station. Unfortunately, data at a single station over a long time period are too sparse. To increase data coverage, we examine data from the cluster of stations and the cluster of events indicated in Figs 2(a) and (b). This summary path provides the densest coverage of ray paths among the data we have. The source and station bins are less than 1
• wide in latitude and longitude. Fig. 4 shows the BC-DF residuals for the summary path as a function of the earthquake occurrence times, using the EHB locations. The residuals show a clear trend of decreasing values over time. The trend is unlikely to be a systematic bias in event or station distribution. The distributions of the events for different time periods, including the events in the summary-path cluster (highlighted square), generally overlap with each other (Fig. 2b) . The data for the summary path also involve different stations at different time periods (Fig. 4) . The trends using other event locations are similar (Table 1 ). The slopes of the linear regressions (dt/dT) range from −0.0070 to −0.0092 s yr −1 , or a decrease of 0.18 to 0.23 s in the BC-DF times over the 25 yr of observations. The slopes are 3.8 to 4 times the corresponding standard errors, suggesting the decreasing trend is very significant: The null hypothesis that the residuals have no correlation with time can be rejected with over 99.9 per cent confidence. The variance reductions after the linear regressions range from 34 per cent to 42 per cent. In summary, a robust time dependence in BC-DF times is observed for this path, providing a new support for differential inner core rotation.
To infer the rotation rate, we need to know the spatial pattern of the differential PKP traveltimes. Creager (1997) interpreted the time shifts of the BC-DF residuals as shifts of a local lateral velocity gradient in the inner core from an inner core rotation. Fig. 5 plots observed BC-DF times from earthquakes in the 1990s as a function of longitudes of the DF ray turning points in the inner core (using EHB locations). Note the observed residuals are not very big (0.2-0.9 s). This is consistent with previous observations (Tanaka & Hamaguchi 1997; Creager 1999 ) that the 'eastern' part of the inner core is much less anisotropic than the 'western' part of the inner core. Despite large scatter, the residuals appear to suggest a significant lateral gradient. The slopes of the linear regressions (dt/dφ) are listed in Table 1 . The slopes are all larger than two standard errors. The variance reductions from the linear regressions range from 13 to 20 per cent. The large data scatter and small variance reductions achieved from the linear regressions suggest that factors other than a linear velocity gradient are also affecting the differential times, such as more complex inner core structure and, perhaps, mantle heterogeneities as well. The structure complexity would affect the estimate of the rotation rate, as discussed later. Following Creager's assumption, the rotation rate can be derived as follows. The rate of the time shift of the traveltime residuals over time is
where γ = 1.10 is the ratio of the change in distance l along AA to the change in longitude φ (thus γ is always ≥1) (Fig. 2c) , α is the inner core rotation rate (positive means an eastward rotation), and dt dl is the lateral change of the observed residuals along the sampling profile AA
Time-dependence from the summary path Time (Year) 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 Normalized BC-DF Residuals (s) The number in the parentheses is one standard deviation of the corresponding solution.
Thus, the rotation rate is
Using the regression results on the temporal change and the lateral velocity gradient, the rotation rate can be estimated (Table 1) . The estimates range from as 0.48 to 0.59
• yr −1 depending on the event locations used.
Inner core rotation inferred from joint-inversions
The inference of inner core rotation can be formally formulated as a joint inversion problem to infer inner core rotation, inner core lateral velocity gradient, as well as, mantle biases. The formulation was proposed by Song (2000a) , which is outlined as follows. An observed BC-DF residual can be expressed as
where N is the number of observations, and δt r, respectively. The mantle correction terms represent the entire contribution along the path outside the inner core, not necessarily near the station or the source (e.g., in the D region). The term δv(θ i ,
represents percent velocity perturbation averaged along the ray through the inner core with the total accumulated time in the inner core τ IC i , the ray angle from the spin axis ξ i , and the ray bottoming point at latitude θ i and longitude φ i with respect to the mantle reference frame at time T i . With the averaging, the gradient (i.e., the direction of the steepest change) of δv is perpendicular to the ray direction or along the sampling profile AA (Fig. 2c) . Assuming an inner core rotation around the spin axis, the first-order approximation for δv is
where the ∂v/∂τ IC term takes into account a possible change of δv with depth. The term v ξ is a correction for anisotropy due to slight differences in the ray directions among all the rays. This term does not change with time (i.e. we assume that the local anisotropy symmetry axis is exactly north-south). For a transversely isotropic medium such as the inner core, the velocity perturbation with direction can be expressed as b cos 2 ξ + c cos 4 ξ , where b and c are constants (Song 1997 • is the average of the ray angles from the spin axis. Here we use b = −2.56 and c = 5.17 from Song & Richards (1996) . Other parameter values are as follows: φ 0 = 70.9
• is the average of the bottoming point longitudes; τ IC 0 is the average of the traveltimes through the inner core (around 129 s); and we choose the reference time T 0 = 1998.0.
We performed several joint inversions ( Table 2 ). The total number of data points is N = 109. The inversions are divided into two sets, with or without including the mantle correction terms. For each set of inversions, the three different sources of event locations are used to calculate the differential time residuals, respectively. When The number in the parentheses is one standard deviation of the corresponding solution.
applying mantle corrections, we group the 27 stations and the 31 earthquakes into four grids of 2 • × 2 • in latitude and longitude. Rays from the same source-grid or to the same station-grid have the same mantle correction. There are a total of eight mantle correction terms: four at the station side, and four at the source side. The mantle correction terms from the inversions are small. The station corrections range from −0.13 to 0.06 s and the source corrections range from −0.16 to 0.08 s. Because of the small number of grids, we cannot conclude whether the mantle corrections show any patterns. The limited number of data (N = 109) restrains the use of finer grids for mantle corrections.
We draw the following conclusions from the inversions ( Table 2) . (1) The values of the rotation term ∂v ∂l α are more than 2.5 times the corresponding standard errors, except for one case (EHB, no mantle corrections), in which the value is 1.9 times the standard error. This suggests the probability of no rotation (α = 0) is very small (less than 6 per cent). The rotation term is stable in various inversions with or without mantle corrections. The inclusion of mantle corrections improves the significance of the time-dependence term. (2) The local velocity gradient term ∂v ∂l is marginally significant. The values are 1.6 to 3.1 times the corresponding standard errors. The positive gradient from west to east is consistent with direct observations of data in the 1990s (Fig. 5) . (3) The inner core rotation rate can be estimated from the rotation term (Table 2 ). The estimated rotation rate ranges from 0.24 to 0.55
• yr −1 . (4) The values of the ∂v ∂τ IC term are not significant, i.e. the radial velocity gradient of this part of the inner core is similar to that of the PREM. This is not surprising, given that the anisotropy at this part of the inner core is weak.
D I S C U S S I O N
Both the direct observations of the summary path and the joint inversions suggest strongly that the BC-DF differential times decrease with time for this pathway. This implies a differential inner core rotation. Both the direct observations of the data in the 1990s and the joint inversions suggest a positive gradient from west to east at the part of the inner core that was sampled. The combination of the two conclusions suggests an eastward rotation (super-rotation) of the inner core. The average of the estimates is 0.41 ± 0.12
• yr −1 . The estimated rotation rate from the joint inversions (0.24-0.55
• yr −1 ) and from the summary path (0.48-59
• yr −1 ) are quite consistent. Nevertheless, we note the large errors in the estimates of the rotation rate from the joint inversion. An important source of error is the uncertainty in determining the fine structure of the inner core and possible mantle biases (note the large scatter of data in the 1990s, Fig. 5 ).
Could the observed temporal change at BSN caused by systematic event mislocation? This is an important question, because the temporal change is small (0.18 to 0.23 s over 25 yr). We address this question partially by using locations from three different sources. It is encouraging that the results using different locations are consistent. However, this by itself cannot eliminate the possibility that the temporal change results from systematic mislocations, because EDR and ISC locations can be biased similarly and EHB might not have removed all the systematic biases. At the moment, two points argue against the possibility. (1) Much effort was made to address whether the observed temporal change at COL, Alaska is caused by systematic mislocations of SSI events and the answer was no (Song 2000a (Song ,b, 2001 . (2) The fact that we obtain at least the same sign for the inner core rotation in this study is perhaps significant and not coincidental. Because of the importance of the issue, further study is warranted. It is interesting to note that the path to the BSN and the path to Alaska originate at the SSI in nearly opposite directionsthe difference in azimuth is about 157
• . Thus a systematic location roughly along the azimuthal directions of these paths would produce temporal changes of different signs at Alaska and the BSN, as observed. It would be particularly interesting to examine such a possibility using direct P waves at different azimuths since P waves, with much larger slowness, are much more sensitive to mislocations than PKP waves.
The inferred rotation rate 0.41 ± 0.12 • yr −1 is generally consistent with our previous estimates of 0.3-1.1
• yr −1 from dense samples of the SSI-Alaska pathway (Song 2000a ) and 0.6
• yr −1 from Alaska events to the South Pole station (Song & Li 2000) . These rates are somewhat higher than the estimate of 0.2-0.3
• yr −1 by Creager (1997) from the SSI-COL pathway or 0.15
• yr −1 by Vidale et al. (2000) from inner core scattering waves and need to be reconciled with improved resolution.
The differential traveltimes were measured by cross-correlating DF and BC waveforms using digitized seismograms after correcting for pen arcs as described previously. The arc correction procedure is not common. Here we examine this measurement procedure, by comparing with the results from direct hand picks. The hand measurements were made in pixels from the scanned images. In each hand measurement, we obtain the average between the three consecutive nodal points (along the baseline) of one cycle of the DF arrival and the corresponding nodal points of the BC arrival. In choosing this hand measurement method, our objective is to use a procedure that is robust, objective, and that best resembles the cross-correlation procedure.
The measurements between the two methods for the summary path do not show systematic difference (Fig. 6a) . The mean of the differences is −0.017 ± 0.065 (1σ ) s and the linear regression of the differences on time is −0.0010 ± 0.0015 s yr −1 . Thus, the timedependence does not depend on measurement methods. Nevertheless, individual measurements show considerable variation; the differences range from about −0.1 s to +0.1 s (Fig. 6b) . The sources of the scatter may originate from the following. First, the accuracy of hand picks is limited by the resolution of the scanned images. One pixel represents 0.06 s. Second, the level of similarity between DF waveforms and BC waveforms varies somewhat from one seismogram to another.
C O N C L U S I O N S
The new pathway from SSI to BSN shows robust temporal change in the BC-DF differential traveltime residuals, providing further support for a differential inner core rotation. The new data suggest an eastward rotation (i.e. faster inner core rotation than that of the mantle), consistent with previous studies. The estimated rotation rate from this pathway is 0.41 ± 0.12 • yr −1 .
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